**How to Create an Image Reference**

The citation builder can help you. You will need to edit and add the creator name and publisher if there is one. Check the credit line.

### Britannica ImageQuest Example

Your search result in Britannica ImageQuest should look like this screenshot.

### Citation Builder

Select a citation style.

---

**Image Title:** Surfer walking out on icy water to the waves near Halifax

**Creator:** Jeremy Koreski

**Publisher:** All Canada Photos / Universal Image Group

**Date:** no date information given = n.d.

**Source:** Encyclopedia Britannica ImageQuest

**URL:** http://quest.eb.com/#/search/167_4007210/1/167_4007

---

**Koreski, J. (n.d.).** *Surfer walking out on icy water to the waves near Halifax* [Photograph].


---

Why? For academic integrity, to acknowledge the creator, and tell the reader where the image came from. A reference includes: creator name, date of creation, title of work, source -- where the work is published or can be found, and the web address. A good reference allows the reader to easily find the original image you copied.